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To study the liquid water, we have created a simulation cubic box consisting of 809 water molecules. We inserted a calcium cation in the water box. The cation quickly binds water ( 
Classical molecular dynamics
The MD simulations were performed with of DL_POLY 4.09 50 modified to include a tail required for a forcefield. The verlet leap-frog scheme and the Nosé-Hoover algorithm 51,52 were used to integrate the equations of motion with a time step of 0.1 fs and to maintain the temperature at 300 K with 0.5 ps relaxation time. The simulations were carried out in the NPT ensemble. The total simulation time for all liquid water systems was 160 ns including 200 ps of equilibration. An 8.0 Å cutoff was used for the van der Waals forces.
Water models
We used the following force fields to describe the water molecule interactions:
(1) A shell-model (SM-lj), developed by de Leeuw and revised by Kerisit and Parker replacing the Buckingham potential with a Lennard-Jones potential 53, 54 . The motion of oxygen shells was treated using a small mass (0.2 au) to simulate the fast adaptation of the electronic polarization to the change in ionic positions. SM-lj is the most complete description of a single water molecule, it is a vibrating water molecule and it has a shell on the oxygen to count the polarizability of the molecule, represented by the harmonic term OWcore-OWshell, according to the shell model of Dick and Overhauser in the description of the force field. The higher density of the SM-lj model is partially corrected by Kerisit and Parker 54 in which they modified the hydrogen bond description, replacing a more attractive Buckingham potential by a 9-6 Lennard-Jones. This is the only force field considered in the present study where explicitly describe van der Waals interactions between an oxygen and a hydrogen of a different molecule.
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(2) A simple water model with negative Drude polarization (SWM4-NDP). The water model has a negatively charged massless dummy particle at a fixed distance from the oxygen site and a negative Drude particle attached to the oxygen with a spring constant representing the polarizability of the water molecule 56 .
(3) The simple point charge flexible water model (SPC/fw) and
(4) the transferable intermolecular potential with 3 points (TIP3P).
The latter two do not use core/shell configurations, and therefore cannot describe the polarizability of water molecules. As a result, though, these simulations scale better in parallelisation and are less compute demanding 55 . S4
Calcium water interactions
Two sets of Ca 2+ -Owater potential parameters were employed in this study. One of them was developed by de Leeuw and Parker 79 and extensively used in the description of both calcite and aragonite surface systems 80, 81, 36 ; Table S1 . The other interaction was developed by Raiteri et al. 27 , and it is being extensively used to investigate crystalline and amorphous (hydrated) CaCO3 28, 82, 83 . 
Analysis of simulation

Dimer-structure
A dimer is the most energetic favorable configuration of two water molecules forming a hydrogen bond. In literature, evaluating the dimer-structure is a common method to validate a new force field 53, 84, 85 , as this basic building block influences the reproducibility of the dipole moment of the liquid, which is very important to accurately describe its interaction with charged species like ions or interfaces. The structure of the water dimer is shown in Fig. S2 . Figure S2 Dimer of water. To find the right water-model for our study on the calcite surface one of the approaches is the examination of the dimers published in literature and compare the different models with our own data.
The five requirements that need to be full filled are 53,84-86 :
(1) the hydrogen must be in the first shell of neighboring O (2) the angle between the planes molecules must be 90°
(3) the angle Oa-Ha---Ob angle should be quasi linear (4) Dihedral, the angle between proton 1 and 3 or 4, should be around 120° (5) the angle α must be below 70°
Three-body and Four body order parameters
Besides the structure of the dimer there are other more general parameters to evaluate the different water models, such as the angular order parameter or three-body order parameter (F3) 87 and the four-body structural order parameter F4 order parameter 88 . These two parameters are both widely used in clathrate hydrate but as far as we are aware no data are published for the water models in the scope of this study. The F3 gives an indication about the angular ordering of the water molecules and is defined as follows 87 :
where θ is the angle between a water oxygen atom and two water oxygens in its first solvation shell (Fig 3a) . By summing up all the possible angles around the center oxygen within the first shell (at a cutoff of 3.5 Å) and averaging that number by all the water molecules present in the simulation cell, one gets the F3 order parameter. F3 is designed to measure deviations from the tetrahedral angle and has a value of zero for an ideal tetrahedral ice-like water structure network and 0.8 for liquid water. Therefore, the F3 parameter gives an indication of how liquid-like the water generated with the different force fields is.
S7 Figure S3 a) an illustration of how the angles around the central oxygen are determined for the F3 order parameter, b) the F4 parameter is determined with the dihedral angle as illustrated with the phi The F4 parameter distinguishes between different tetrahedral networks the water may adopt. The F4 order-parameter is considering the angle of the dihedral, or torsion angle, formed by two adjacent water molecules and measures the planarity of the water pairs according to
where ϕ is the dihedral angle H1-O1…..O2-H2 from two neighboring water molecules (within the cut-off of 3.5 Å), Fig 3b with H1 and H2 are the farthest hydrogen atoms on each of the water molecules pairs. The F4 for liquid water is 0 and a negative value indicates the development of ice-like structures 88 .
Diffusion coefficient of water
DL_POLY provides a tool to calculate the mean square displacement (MSD) of the different species. The MSD can be defined as:
where is the position vector of atom i, and N the total number of atoms i, D is the diffusion coefficient 89 .
Vibrational spectrum
The vibrational spectrum of the different water models is built from the sum of all the vibrational density of states (VDOS) of each atom involved 90 . The VDOS can be calculated using the Fourier transformation of the velocity-autocorrelation function (VACF) of the individual atoms in the water molecule. We used the following equation to calculate the VACF:
where Ntsteps and Natm are the number of timesteps and the number of atoms, oxygen and hydrogen in this case, respectively; νi is the velocity vector of O or H atoms in the i th water molecule.
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Comparison of water models
We compared four forcefields to find the best compromise between accuracy of the results-that is, capable of reproducing experimentally/independently determined water-calcite interface characteristics-and computational cost. As the models are extensively used, their full characteristics can be found elsewhere [53] [54] [55] [56] 59, 91, 92 . The most striking differences (Table S2) between the two groups of models (flexible core-shell models versus rigid water-molecule models) were found in the density and the diffusivity. The TIP3P model results in water self-diffusion coefficients that are twice the experimental value, caused by the intra-molecular parameters: TIP3P has a higher spring constant in both the two-and three-body potential terms, which leads to a higher internal energy and thus a more mobile molecule. The SM-lj exhibited the higher density previously reported 54 . Furthermore, the diffusion coefficient of SM-lj decreased with time after 40 ns, to a value of 1.87 x 10 -9 m 2 s -1 , while the volume decreased, leading to the higher density of water.
Both diffusion coefficient and density are essential to describe the dissolution and reactivity of calcite. Particularly, the density of water has been presumed as critical to determine the MRT of a water molecule in a calcium site of a calcite surface 28 , although this point is discussed in this manuscript. All models, except for SM-lj, exhibit comparable dipole moments and are all lower then experimental values. SM-lj and SWM4-NDP reproduce accurately the experimental dipole in gas phase. Only the SWM4-NDP results in both the gas phase dipole moment as the assumed dipole moment for liquid water. Furthermore, this force field shows an induced dipole under influence of calcium of 21% which may give a good indication of the polarizability of the electron cloud around water. It is worth noting that the rigid models were fitted to reproduce the estimated experimental value for the dipole of water molecules in liquid water, the SM-lj was fitted to reproduce the experimental for the dipole of water molecules value in gas the phase. 
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The dipole moment is important to describe interactions with the solid surfaces [99] [100] [101] , and water dimers influence the overall dipole. Therefore, we also investigated the structures of water pairs. The values for the different dimer parameters are in a good agreement among the different models (Table S3 ). All the classic models failed to reproduce the ab initio and experimental values for α ( Fig. S2 ), while they reproduce the value for β ( Fig. S2 ). Only the average number of dimers per timeframe differs between the runs with the various water models. The SM-lj water shows less dimers compared to the water simulated with the other force fields. This can be related to the higher density of the SM-lj water, which makes it more difficult to fulfill the geometric characteristics of the dimer structure. Nevertheless, it cannot be concluded that the network distortions of the SM-lj due to the higher density will be the sole responsible of the disruption the structure of the interface as the F3 and F4 parameters (Table S4 ) indicate that all models express a clear liquid behaviour of the water. We have performed an ANOVA test, to compare the data for F3 and F4 of the different models at once. Then a two-tailed t-test with Bonferroni-correction was ran to avoid false rejection of the hypothesis, stating all models have the same percentage of a non-tetrahedral structure 103 . The ANOVA test confirms that the data of the four models is statistically different from each other, with a t-test p-value much lower 0.0125. Also, the percentages of tetrahedrally coordinated water molecules (Table S4 ) are significantly different between the various force fields. The F3 obtained with the SM-lj is closest to the value reported for liquid water (0.8 87 ). Together with the F4 being equal to zero, this result indicates this water model is strictly speaking not "overstructured" as it was reported previously 104 .
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When one calcium ion is present in the box of water, the ANOVA and t-test show the same result as in absence of calcium. The impact of the Ca 2+ to the tetrahedral structure of the water is only noticeable in the rigid models by a slightly more disrupted tetrahedral structure. This is in line with the increased percentage of water molecules not involved in any tetrahedron (Table S4 ). It is also worth noting that the results were consistent when the interaction Ca-Ow was changed. This suggests the influence of calcium is independent of the choice of the van de Waals interaction parameters, and the alteration of the tetrahedral structure of liquid water by the cation is a consequence of the induced dipoles, due to cation presence (Table S2 ). Moreover, for SM-lj, the percentage of water molecules involved in forming tetrahedra increases strongly, and the dipole of the molecules in the first hydration shell of calcium approach the value of liquid water. S11
VACF and VDOS
After focusing on the water structure, insights into the dynamics of water were obtained from the analysis of the velocity-autocorrelation function (VACF) of the water oxygen atoms. The VACF reveals the combination of movement and vibrations for every group of molecules. A water molecule vibrates faster than it travels in space, so for every real travel step the molecule also moved back and forth around its position. The bending and librational modes, where the OW-HW interaction "pulls and pushes" the molecule around the liquid network, are also faster than the translation.
While three of the tested force fields display similar VACF profiles, the SWM4-NDP model displays longer wavelengths in the profile and a distinct a minimum ( Fig. S4 ), representative of a so-called "cage effect" (slow displacements of the molecules reflected in longer wavelengths). This results in a peak in the Vibrational Density of States (VDOS, Fig. S4b ) in a low wavenumber range in the spectrum. It is less noticeable in VACF profiles generated using the other models, as they show shorter wavelengths generated by bond vibrations, that oscillate around the long wavelength caused by the same "cage effect". This long wavelength can be affected by the water structure in two ways. 1) the amplitude can vary. When it is higher, more water molecules feel the same cage effect and move according to the same frequency. This is an indication of a more rigid H-bond network. 2) the wavelength varies, causing a shift in the vibration spectrum. According to previous studies, confinement causes a little shift to a higher wavenumber 105 . The SM-lj shows a smaller amplitude and a higher frequency, indicating that in this case the caging effect is less, in agreement with the higher ordering parameter F3, while the higher density of the water results in smaller cage volumes. Therefore, less water molecules bounce around with a higher frequency. This effect is similar to the confinement effect seen by Di Tommaso 105 . The vibrational spectrum of the TIP3P model fails to reproduce the frequencies obtained using ab initio MD, while SM-lj and the SPC/fw water are in good agreement with the ab initio obtained spectrum (main text Fig 5) . Compared to the experimental Raman spectrum, the bending and stretching frequency is slightly better in the SM-lj model, the peak positions of the SPC/fw are shifted to the left and right side of the spectrum, respectively, indicating that the SPC/fw water vibrates faster but bends slower 106, 107, 108 . The reason for this shift is the parameterization of the S12 force field. In case of the bending vibration, the angular spring constant is smaller for SPC/fw water compared to SM-lj, resulting in a lower bending frequency. While in the case of the stretching frequency, although the two models use different potentials to describe the bonds, the spring constant for SPC/fw is higher relative to the spring constant of the SM-lj model, which results in a higher frequency of the stretching vibration of the water. To summarize, at structural level all of the tested water models behave similar, but when considering the vibrational spectra of the simulated water, the SM-lj force field provides the best agreement with experimental vibrational data. In what follows, comparisons between SPC/fw and SM-lj are made, and other force fields were not tested. S13 4 Comparison of the RDF (Ow-Ow) obtained using AIMD with experiments Figure S5 . Oxygen-oxygen radial distribution function, gOO(r), for pure liquid water obtained from the AIMD trajectories using the PBE-D3, BLYP-D3, and revPBE-D3 methods, and neutron diffraction experiments.
Information regarding the structural properties of water can be quantified from the oxygen-oxygen (O-O) radial distribution function (RDF), which represent the probability of finding two oxygen atoms at a distance r. Previous AIMD simulations using pure GGA functionals yield over structured water compared to experiment and slow dynamics at T = 300 K, suggesting that the freezing point of the simulated water is around 400 K 109, 110 , which reflects the weakness of pure GGA approximations for the simulation of liquid systems. In this study, the PBE, BLYP, and revPBE functionals were, therefore, augmented by the Grimme dispersion correction term DFT-D3 65 . Figure S5 compares the O-O RDFs of liquid water obtained from the AIMD trajectories using the PBE-D3, BLYP-D3, and revPBE-D3 methods with the experimental profile obtained from neutron diffraction data 111 . The inclusion of van der Walls corrections to GGA functionals generally leads to a softer liquid structure 112, 113 but Figure S5 shows that the water simulated with the PBE-D3 functional is still over-structured compared to experiment, whilst better is obtained using the BLYP-D3 and revPBE-D3 density functional methods with included van der Waals interactions. S14 5 Water dynamics around calcium Fig. S6 shows the survival function of the SM-lj model, in the inset average distance is plotted against the Residence Time (RT). The hydrogen bond distribution of the groups, long and short RT, is different compared to the SPC/fw water model. For the SM-lj there is a minimal difference between the two groups (Fig. S7b ). This shows a lack of a hydrogen bond network and may clarify the lower MRT compared to the other water models (Table S1 ). The boxplots, however, reveal similar trend as for the SPC/fw water model (Fig. S7c , shorter distance of for long RT compared to longer distance for short RT. Though, the distribution is wider as expected from the distance plot (Fig. S6b) . Figure S6 . a) The probability distribution of different residence times (RT) for first-shell water molecules obtained using SM-lj, which are two exponential fits. b) Average distance between a coordinated water molecule and the calcium cation as a function of the residence time of that water molecule. a b S15 Figure S7 . a) the relative time a water molecule is in a specific configuration with the number of hydrogen bonds formed with bulk of second shell water minus the number of hydrogen bonds formed coordinated waters. The two gaussians represent the two different distributions (based on output obtained using SM-lj). b) two boxplots indicating the difference in distance between the calcium and the coordinated water for short and long staying water molecules in the first 20 ps of the simulation (also obtained from data generated with the SM-lj). c) Same as b) only with data generated with SPC/fw water model.
The abundance of coordination numbers (CN) for Ca 2+ during the simulation, and the distinction if that CN contained at least one water molecule with a short rt, can be found in Table S5 . The average coordination number of SM-lj water is found to be 8.3. For 73% of the configurations, the short RT only happens when the CN is +1 above the average (Table S5 ). This agrees with the results for the SPC/fw water model (data not shown), but the difference is less pronounced. c b a S16 import math 4 import numpy 5 import csv 6 from numpy import linalg 7 8 9 10
## ## ## 
## Compute fractional coordinates of the atoms # 82
## ##
## Compute the distance between the atoms # 89
## 
## Impey survival method # 102 ## Exchange in the MIDDLE of HISTORY 
## Impey survival method # 136 ## Exchange at the END of HISTORY # 137
## Impey survival method # 162 ## Exchange at the START of HISTORY # 163
## def crossover_DM(rml, i, j, s, r, ntau1, rcut, nex_out1,nex_in1,count_in1,count_out1,i_in1,i_out1,j_in1,j_out1): 
## Impey survival method # 323 ## Determines the atoms in the first shell # who_is_in_end.append(win) 331 332 def who_in_start(rml, i,j, s,rcut,who_is_in_start): ## def print_distances(rml,rt_ts,k_out,k_in, keyi,keyj):
## Write distance between cation and water molecule # 347 ## In every timestep during residence # 348
## ## if q == (len(nex_out)-1) and a==0: 
